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Introduction

● My role today is to help guide and support you through 
the process of making (or finding) more time each day.

● Understand that it takes a little bit of work to be clear 
about how you want to spend your time, but it will 
definitely be worth the effort.



Sections

1. Your Why
2. That Might Be Important
3. I Ain’t Got Time for That
4. Tweak that Calendar
5. Making Progress
6. Summary



Acknowledge Your Why
You signed up for this course because __________



Everybody has a 
different reason

Examples:

● Out of curiosity
● I’m stressed, can’t focus
● Not enough time for myself
● Not enough time for family
● Money is an issue
● I feel like I’m not accomplishing 

anything



Timing is 
everything

Time is a limited resource

Efficient vs effective

● They are not the same



Reflect on what 
you want to 
accomplish

This can change later but you 
need a starting point.

Set a Goal for this class

Keep it simple

Focus on what’s important to you



What’s Important to You



Where should 
you put your 
energy?

Knowing what’s important 
will help adjust each day to 
align with your values and 
goals.



Make a list
● What are the top 10 things that 

are important to you? 
● Write down whatever comes to 

mind.
● Urgent tasks are not the same 

as important



Prioritize
Where should you put your 

attention?

● Rank your list of important 
things

● Focus on the top 5 or 6
● Key word is “focus”



Take out the garbage



List of 
commitments

Personal/family commitments

Work commitments

Hobbies

Volunteering



De-clutter
How does each commitment make 
you feel?

● Good
● Bad
● Uneasy
● Not important



Identify where 
you’re wasting 

time ● Keep a log and track where 
you’ve been putting energy



Tweak that calendar



View your time 
differently now

● Block out time in advance for 
important things

● Consider color coding
● Keep yourself accountable
● Share



How to 
schedule 
segments

Example

● Health 
● Work
● Relationships
● Personal (includes learning)
● Life management
● Play (downtime or holidays)



Why consider a 
color scheme?
Helps you visualize your time

Use whatever colors you like

Consider Chakras (ROYGBIV)

● Red
● Orange
● Yellow
● Green
● Blue
● Indigo (white)
● Violet 



There’s an App for that



Track time
Different purposes

● Personal vs work

Free vs subscription - digital

Analog 



Managing your 
energy ● Natural cycles

● Plan for breaks
● Effective vs efficient



Summary



It’s all in your mindset

● We all have the same 24 hours to work with
● We’re all unique with different goals and perspectives
● We tend to get overwhelmed
● We need to use our time wisely
● Stop saying “I’m busy”


